Mobility
at home
SAVARIA CEILING LIFTS

Home care

We knew we could make a better lift by questioning
the details and focusing on simplicity and reliability
Peace of mind, reducing risks
Whether you are a patient or a caregiver, a Savaria ceiling lift provides security for lifting
and transferring in a home setting. The lift helps prevent the risk of injury to caregivers,
including back strains that are common occurrences with manual lifting. Patients can
feel peace of mind and security when moving or transferring using the Savaria lift.
For some, a Savaria ceiling lift is the solution for leaving the hospital sooner and
recovering in the comfort of their home.

Better technology, better lift
Like today’s quality power tools and even electric cars, Savaria lifts use lithium-ion
batteries with an optimized transmission to bring a host of benefits including:
More cycles on one charge: 50% more than the industry average
Less charging time: typically 15 minutes a day, or 2 hours if fully depleted
Power: faster lifting speeds for less time spent in the lift
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Long lasting: batteries expected to last 5 years, no worrying about
dead batteries and related service calls

Portable lift + Gantry

SureClip system

Slings

Paired together, this system provides
simple lifting from wheelchair to
bed. The Savaria gantry design
features low profile feet for easier
wheelchair maneuvering in small
spaces and the gantry is fast and
easy to assemble. Add a reacher arm
for easier positioning of the lift.

The sling clip opens out rather than
pushing inward. This detail creates a
more foolproof system to attach the
sling, eliminating errors that cause
the sling to detach from the lift
during use.

Slings are offered in universal,
hygienic and walking styles in
3 sizes. All slings feature a variety
of adjustments to create a
customized and comfortable fit.
Toss them in the washing machine
for easy laundering – no stiffening
materials to remove first.

Easy to use
The Savaria design team studied every detail in order
to make improvements over traditional designs. Rather
than adding extra bells and whistles, the team focused on
making the lift perform reliably and intuitively. From the
first time you try it, you will know how to use it with its
straightforward design.

Powerfully light, simply strong
Benefiting from lithium-ion battery technology and
unencumbered design, Savaria ceiling lifts are light –
the portable lift is only 11 lbs and the fixed (installed)
lift weighs only 17 lbs.

Fixed lift + FastTrack
For permanent installations, choose the Savaria fixed track
in a custom configuration to fit your home including room
covering or multi-room designs. The motorized option
provides even more ease to move around.

SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

Product weight

Portable: 11 lb (5 kg)
Fixed model: 17 lb (7.5 kg)
Fixed motorized model: 19 lb (8.5 kg)

Maximum load

Portable: 286 lb (130 kg) or
440 lb (200 kg)
Fixed: 600 lb (272 kg), 440 lb (200 kg),
or 286 lb (130 kg)

Noise level

Maximum 54 dBA

Lifting speed

2.2"/sec (5.5 cm/sec) at 0 lb
2"/sec (5 cm/sec) at 286 lb (130 kg)
1.8"/sec (4.5cm/sec) at 440 lb (200 kg)

Battery type

Lithium-ion, 25.2V 2500 mAh

Lifts per charge

Approximately 80 cycles of 24" (61 cm)
at 200 lb (91 kg)

Battery charging

Full capacity in approximately 2 hours

Product life expectancy

10 yrs with only 1 battery replacement

Warranty

2 years

Compliance

Meets all international certification
and compliance standards for
medical devices

• Motorized fixed lift in 3 capacities
• Portable lift and freestanding gantry in 2 capacities
• FastTrack system available for simple or extensive
room covering designs in modular straight, 45 degree
and 90 degree curve sections as well as XY trolley and
turntable system
• Hardware for wood, concrete and steel
structure installations
• Reacher arm for portable lift
• Universal sling in breathable mesh fabric with and
without head support. Hygienic sling (toileting/
bathing) and walking sling (rehab use) in easy-clean
solid fabric. All slings available in small, medium,
or large with a wide spectrum of adjustments for
optimal fit and comfort.

For more details, specifications
and where to buy, visit

ceiling-lift.com

2 Walker Drive Brampton ON L6T 5E1 Canada

tel: 1.855.savaria

savaria.com

ABOUT SAVARIA Savaria Corporation is one of North America’s leaders in the accessibility industry with wholly-owned
manufacturing facilities in the US, Canada and China. Savaria offers a large portfolio of mobility products including home
elevators, wheelchair lifts, stairlifts and accessible vans. The company also owns Span-America, makers of high quality
PressureGuard® mattresses and medical beds. The company’s mission is centered around mobility for home, public spaces
and transportation, creating better mobility for life.

